
What I want the world to look like 

 

Once the Coronavirus is over I would like the Earth to be a nice calm place to live. 

But what are the things we can do or the things we can stop to make it that way? 

Well, there are many… 

Global Warming 

Things we can do to stop Global Warming are, less reliance on meat especially beef 

because beef comes from cows and cows create something called Methane, which 

all animals produce just less than cows. 

Ending Racism 

Racism is something which has mostly stopped but still happens there and then. 

Sometimes footballers such as Raheem Stirling and Mario Balottelli receive some 

very disrespectful comment on their skin colour by opposition fans and football 

stadiums. Another incident happened quite recently when two Policemen killed a 

black man in America. They did this by holding him down on the ground, pushing 

their knee into the back of his neck and suffocating him to death! 

Cleaning the Ocean 

Cleaning the ocean can be done and keeping it clean is even easier. All we have to 

do is when we use things that can be recycled you should always do so, and don’t 

throw it in the sea. But if you don’t have stuff that can be recycled bring it home with 

you and don’t throw it into the sea. If you can, use recyclable plastics instead. 

Less Food Waste 

This is another thing which can be sorted with ease, you either need to eat the food 

that you have been given, or don’t buy more than you need and put more than you 

can eat on one plate.  

Stop Cutting Down Trees around the World 

This is something that links to global warming because the wood that we get from 

trees we cut down goes towards helping farm cattle/cows. Cows, as we know, create 

methane so it all links up. But that’s not the only reason we should stop. By cutting 

down whole forests we kill animals every day and any that survive may move into 

human territory. We all know that wild animals hold horrible germs, it is how the 

Coronavirus came about. So, if we want to the keep the World, the animals and us 

safe, cutting down trees is something we should stop straight away. 


